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DATE: 11 February 2016 
 
VENUE:  Ground Floor Conference Room, Dame Pattie Menzies House (North), 

Dickson 
 
 
ATTENDED BY:  
 

 

 
A/g Secretary: Ms Fiona Moore 
 
In Attendance: Mr Gary Rake, Ms Jennifer O’Connell, Ms Anna Gurnhill, 

Ms Meaghan Russell, Ms Daisy Chaston (part), Ms Jennifer Dunn (part), 
Ms Jessika Spencer (part). 

 
Minutes: Ms Adriana Lulic 
 

 

Members Time In Time Out 
Mr David Flannery (Chair) 9.30 12.30 
Dr Dianne Firth (Deputy Chair) 9.30 12.30 
Mr Philip Nizette 9.30 12.30 
Mr Gary Shipp 9.30 12.30 
Mr George Bailey 9.30 12.30 
Mr Doug Williams absent  
Dr Hanna Jaireth 9.30 12.30 
Dr Mary Hutchison 9.30 12.30 
Mr John Kenworthy 9.30 12.30 
Chief Planning Executive 
Ms Dorte Ekelund 

absent  

Conservator of Flora and Fauna 
Dr Annie Lane 

9.30 11.00 
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5.5 Compliance issues – Ms Dunn & Ms Russell 
Council noted the agenda paper. 

The following compliance matters were noted: 
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• Fitzroy Street, Forrest – Complaint from neighbours regarding roof top structure. 
Proponent confirmed that the structure was a series of freestanding planter boxes with 
trellis’ to create a green wall garden on roof top. ACT Heritage advised that the 
planters did not raise any heritage concerns as they were detached from the building 
and could be removed. Neighbours concerns regarding overlooking and privacy have 
been referred to the ACT planning authority for resolution. 
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Meeting concluded at 12.30pm 









 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
GPO Box 158   CANBERRA  ACT   2601 

heritage@act.gov.au 

 
The Council considers that the umbrellas and support post diminish the significance of 
the place and requests that they be removed by 6 May 2016. If this matter is not 
resolved by this date  it may be escalated for further action. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Fiona Moore 
A/g Secretary (as delegate for),   
ACT Heritage Council 
 April 2016 
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roof top of the building. However, the plantings illustrated appear to be 
substantial creepers, which may cause damage to the original brick work and 
would modify the original existing external appearance of the building.  

 
• Part iii)a) of the guidelines stipulates:  ‘External alterations and additions to the existing 

dwellings shall be consistent with the existing landscape and streetscape values and 
reflect and complement the architectural style of the original dwellings’.  The existing 
landscape and streetscape values are not identified in the guidelines, but may be 
considered to include: building forms with substantial side, front and rear setbacks; 
landscaped perimeter forming a buffer between built form; and distinctive two storey 
building mass centrally located on the block.  In the absence of a sufficient setback from 
the south-western site boundary, the proposed development is inconsistent with the 
existing landscape and streetscape values outlined above.  
 

• Part iii)e)of the guidelines stipulates: ‘The original building form is to remain dominant’. 
As viewed from Manuka Circle, the bulk of the existing addition and new addition may 
dominate the original building form.  
 

• Part iii)f) of the guidelines stipulates: ‘The roof pitch, walls, materials, window types 
and materials, shall be as similar to the existing dwellings as is feasible’. The proposed 
side elevation would include an area of solid glazing highly visible from the street. This 
window type is not similar to the existing window type.  

 
• The proposed addition would be setback behind the building line, in accordance with 

Part iii)g) of the guidelines.  

 
Key Aspects for Consideration 
 
ACT Heritage will prepare advice on the application, and to inform this, seeks guidance from the 
DA Taskforce on the following matters: 
 
1. Impact to the existing landscape and streetscape values of the precinct caused by 

construction of the rear and side additions (compliance with Part iii)a) of the guidelines);  
2. Dominance of the proposed rear addition as viewed from Manuka Circle (compliance with 

Part iii)e) of the guidelines);  
3. Suitability of enclosure of the original garage rooftop terrace and use of solid glazing 

(compliance with Part ii)a) of the guidelines); and  
4. Any recommendations for setback from the south-west site boundary and/or height 

limitations for new development at the site.  
 
Guidance on any additional matters identified in your review is also welcome.  

 
Attachments 
 
Please find attached the following documents for your reference: 
 
1. Preliminary drawings prepared by DK, dated 7/06/16 and titled C01-C04 
2. ACT Heritage Register Entry (and guidelines) Forrest Fire Station Precinct  
3. Diagram prepared by DA Taskforce outlining area available for additions 















 

 

• The proposed rear addition as seen from Manuka Circle is sufficiently setback in the 
streetscape and would not unreasonably dominate the original building form or 
adjacent dwelling. The front of the addition would align with the side porch of the 
adjacent dwelling. It is recommended that the height of the proposed rear addition 
be sufficiently set-down from the parapet height of the original building. The 
drawings should be revised to demonstrate that the existing and adjacent building 
form project forward of the proposed addition and is of an appropriate height.  

• The proposed glazed addition above the original garage is too dominant in form and 
character. The addition should be setback from the front face of the nearest original 
masonry facade. Setback behind the existing door is preferred. A drawing illustrating 
the proposed northern elevation should also be provided to demonstrate how the 
proposed addition will read in the surrounding context.  

• The original roof top balconies are evident at Nos. 31 Canberra Avenue, 14 Empire 
Circuit and 2 Fitzroy Street. Three of the four corner blocks with this original detail. 
The drawings should illustrate how the proposed addition over the original garage 
will facilitate retention/interpretation of the original roof top balcony and its 
balustrade, in accordance with Part ii)a) of the heritage guidelines.  Solutions for 
waterproofing of the remaining patio area should be included in any development 
application documentation.  

• The proposed materiality is generally consistent with the existing addition and is 
considered to be acceptable. 

• Further details regarding the proposed carport door and gate are required. The 
drawings should be updated to illustrate the proposed columns that will support the 
carport roof.  Previous advice issued by the Council, dated 27 May 2015, supported 
the carport on the proviso that the carport structure was cantilevered (forward of 
the original garage), would have a light weight profile and corbelled parapet to 
match the existing. The carport, projecting forward of the recommended building 
line, should appear as a carport, not an enclosed garage.  

• Brick corbelling (to match the existing brick on flat/header course) should be used to 
delineate between the ground and first floor levels on the Fitzroy Street and 
Northern elevations.  

• Details of the proposed plant species for the roof top planters have not been 
provided. To ensure compliance with Part ii)a) of the heritage guidelines, a species 
that does not cause damage to the brickwork should be nominated.  

 
 It is recommended that the above issues be addressed prior to submission of a 
development application for the proposed works.   
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DATE: 28 July 2016 
 
VENUE:  Ground Floor Conference Room, Dame Pattie Menzies House (North), 

Dickson 
 
 
ATTENDED BY:  
 

 

 
A/g Secretary: Ms Fiona Moore 
 
In Attendance: Mr Gary Rake, Mr Tony Carmichael, Ms Jennifer O’Connell,  

Ms Meaghan Russell, Ms Daisy Chaston (part), Mr Euroka Gilbert (part). 
 
Minutes: Ms Adriana Lulic 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Members Time In Time Out 
Mr David Flannery (Chair) 9.30am 12.00pm 
Dr Dianne Firth (Deputy Chair) 9.30am 12.00pm 
Mr Philip Nizette 9.30am 12.00pm 
Mr Gary Shipp 9.30am 12.00pm 
Mr George Bailey 9.30am 12.00pm 
Mr Doug Williams absent  
Dr Hanna Jaireth 9.30am 12.00pm 
Dr Mary Hutchison 9.30am 10.45am 
Mr John Kenworthy 9.30am 12.00pm 
Chief Planning Executive 
Ms Dorte Ekelund 

9.45am 12.00pm 

Conservator of Flora and Fauna 
Dr Annie Lane 

9.30am 9.55am 
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6.8 Minutes of DA Taskforce – Ms Harrison 
Council noted the agenda paper. 
 
Council noted that the DA Taskforce conducted a site meeting on 12 July 2016 for 2 Fitzroy 
Street, Forrest with some concern over the scale of the proposed development, impacts to 
streetscape and features intrinsic of the precinct. 
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Meeting concluded at 12.00pm. 
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GPO Box 158   CANBERRA  ACT   2601 

heritage@act.gov.au 

would read as a solid garage structure rather than the cantilevered open carport, 
previously supported by the ACT Heritage Council.  An open cantilevered carport 
structure with entry gate setback behind the adjacent front wall of the original building 
is a preferred design solution that would reduce dominance of the proposed addition 
(Part iii)e) of the guidelines).   
 
It is recommended that the following design revisions be adopted prior to submission of 
a development application for the proposed works: 
 

• Setback the proposed first floor addition behind the existing external access door 
to balcony above the existing garage and retain the existing door as an external 
access door to the original balcony; 

• Remove the proposed timber screen garage door, so that the carport is an open 
cantilevered carport structure; and    

• Setback the proposed North East elevation entry gate behind the adjacent front 
wall of the original building.  

 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
David Flannery  
Chair 
ACT Heritage Council 
 August 2016 
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 File ref: Forrest 8-35 

Contact Officer:  
  

  
 
Tomislav Kasunic 
Kascon 

 
 
 
 
Dear Mr Kasunic,  

 
Proposed alterations and additions at 2 Fitzroy Street  

(Block 8 Section 35) Forrest 
 
 
I refer to your email dated 2 August 2016 in relation to proposed alterations and 
additions to the existing dwelling at 2 Fitzroy Street Forrest.  2 Fitzroy Street (Block 8 
Section 35) is located within the Forrest Fire Station Precinct (the precinct), a registered 
heritage place on the ACT Heritage Register, and contains an identified dwelling.   
 
The proposed works, as documented in the drawing set numbered A02, A03, C02, A05, 
A06, C04 and dated 27/7/16, comprise alterations and additions to the existing dwelling 
including: construction of a rear and side addition (fronting both Empire Circuit and 
Fitzroy Street); enclosure of an approved carport structure; installation of a new front 
entry gate and off-street car-parking.  
 
The architectural character of the proposed additions would generally complement the 
architectural style of the original building in accordance with Part iii)a) of the Specific 
Requirements for Conservation of the Forrest Fire Station Precinct (the Guidelines).  
 
The proposed rear addition as seen from Manuka Circle is sufficiently set back in the 
streetscape and would not unreasonably dominate the original building form or adjacent 
dwelling, in accordance with Part iii)e) of the Guidelines.  
 
The proposed first floor addition above the existing garage would have a minimal 
setback from the front wall of the original building. The addition has not been set back 
behind the existing door as recommended by previous heritage advice. The proposed 
addition does not allow the original building form to remain dominant (Part iii)e) of the 
Guidelines) or conserve the original existing external appearance of the building, 
including original doors and balustrades over balconies and incorporated garages (Part 
ii)a) of the guidelines).  
 
The proposed carport will be enclosed by a screen door and adjacent gate projecting 
forward of the front setback recommended in previous heritage advice. The carport 
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would read as a solid garage structure rather than the cantilevered open carport, 
previously supported by the ACT Heritage Council. An open cantilevered carport 
structure with entry gate setback behind the adjacent front wall of the original building 
is a preferred design solution that would reduce dominance of the proposed addition 
(Part iii)e) of the guidelines). 
 
It is recommended that the following design revisions be adopted prior to submission of 
a development application for the proposed works: 
 

• Set back the proposed first floor addition behind the existing external access 
door to balcony above the existing garage and retain the existing door as an 
external access door to the original balcony; 

• Remove the proposed timber screen garage door, so that the carport is an open 
cantilevered carport structure; and    

• Set back the proposed North East elevation entry gate behind the adjacent front 
wall of the original building.  

 
 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
David Flannery  
Chair 
ACT Heritage Council 
11 August 2016 
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 Phone:  
 File ref: Forrest 8-35 
  

  
 
Tomislav Kasunic 
Kascon 

 
 
 
 
Dear Mr Kasunic,  

 
Proposed alterations and additions at 2 Fitzroy Street  

(Block 8 Section 35) Forrest 
 
 
I refer to your email dated 16 August 2016 in relation to proposed alterations and 
additions to the existing dwelling at 2 Fitzroy Street Forrest.  2 Fitzroy Street (Block 8 
Section 35) is located within the Forrest Fire Station Precinct (the precinct), a registered 
heritage place on the ACT Heritage Register, and contains an identified dwelling.   
 
The proposed works, as documented in the drawing set numbered A02, A03, A04, A05, 
A06, A07, A12, A13, A14 and dated 17/08/16, comprise alterations and additions to the 
existing dwelling including: construction of a rear and side addition (fronting both 
Empire Circuit and Fitzroy Street); construction of a carport structure; installation of a 
new front entry gate and off-street car-parking.  
 
The architectural character of the proposed additions would generally complement the 
architectural style of the original building in accordance with Part iii)a) of the Specific 
Requirements for Conservation of the Forrest Fire Station Precinct (the Guidelines).  
 
The proposed rear addition as seen from Manuka Circle is sufficiently setback in the 
streetscape and would not unreasonably dominate the original building form or adjacent 
dwelling, in accordance with Part iii)e) of the Guidelines.  
 
The proposed first floor addition above the existing garage would be setback from the 
front wall of the original building in accordance with previous heritage advice. The 
proposed addition allows the original building form to remain dominant in accordance 
with Part iii)e) of the Guidelines and retains the original existing external appearance of 
the building in accordance with Part ii)a) of the guidelines.    
 
The proposed carport is an open cantilevered carport structure with entry gate setback 
behind the adjacent front wall of the original dwelling, in accordance with previous 
heritage advice.  
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The revised documentation submitted has addressed concerns outlined in previous 
heritage advice and the proposal is considered to be consistent with the Guidelines for 
the Forrest Fire Station Precinct. The ACT Heritage Council identifies that the proposed 
development is unlikely to diminish the heritage significance of the Forrest Fire Station 
Precinct.  
 
Due to the scale of the proposed development a Development Application for the works 
should be submitted to the ACT planning and land authority.  
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Fiona Moore 
A/g Secretary (as delegate for),   
ACT Heritage Council 
 August 2016 





























 

 

 
You are also able to make a formal complaint to the ACT Government should you 
consider that a breach of the Planning and Development Act 2007 has occurred, by 
submitting a Controlled Activity complaint form; information on which is available on 
the Access Canberra website.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Fiona Moore 
A/g Manager 
ACT Heritage 
 

September 2016 
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HERITAGE ADVICE 
Under Part 10 of the Heritage Act 2004 

ACT Planning Ref: 201630153 
Heritage Ref: Forrest 8-35  
Contact Officer: Kate Harrison 
Received: 7 September 2016 

TO: ACT planning and land authority 
Environment and Planning Directorate 
EPDCustomerServices@act.gov.au 

  

 
Block: Section: Division / District: Heritage Place: 

8 35 Forrest Forrest Fire Station Precinct 

Status of Place:  Registered Heritage Place 
Description of Works:  Residential – alts + adds including new office 
Council Advice provided by:  Secretary / ACT Heritage Manager 
 
Pursuant to s.148(1) of the Planning and Development Act 2007 and part 10 of the Heritage Act 2004, 
the ACT Heritage Council advises that: 

 the proposed development is unlikely to have a detrimental impact upon the heritage values 
of the place, subject to the condition outlined below. 

 
NOTES: 
 
Block 8, Section 35 Forrest is located in the Forrest Fire Station Precinct (the precinct) and contains 
an original Inter-war Functionalist residence.  The seven residences organised around the Fire Station 
and associated landscaping are features intrinsic to the heritage significance of the precinct.  
 
The proposed works comprise alterations and additions to the existing dwelling including: 
construction of a rear and side addition (fronting both Empire Circuit and Fitzroy Street); construction 
of a carport structure; installation of a new pedestrian entry gate, off-street car-parking and associated 
landscape works.  
 
The architectural character of the proposed additions would generally complement the architectural 
style of the original building in accordance with Part iii)a) of the Specific Requirements for 
Conservation of the Forrest Fire Station Precinct (the Guidelines).  The proposed rear addition as seen 
from Manuka Circle is sufficiently setback in the streetscape and would not unreasonably dominate 
the original building form or adjacent dwelling, in accordance with Part iii)e) of the Guidelines.  
 
The proposed first floor addition above the existing garage would be setback from the front wall of 
the original building in accordance with previous heritage advice. The proposed addition allows the 
original building form to remain dominant in accordance with Part iii)e) of the Guidelines and retains 
the original existing external appearance of the building in accordance with Part ii)a) of the 
Guidelines.  The proposed carport is an open cantilevered carport structure with pedestrian entry gate 
setback behind the adjacent front wall of the original dwelling, in accordance with previous heritage 
advice.  
 
The proposed granite cobblestone driveway is inconsistent with architectural character of the Inter-
war Functionalist residence or precinct and will be a visible component in the historic streetscape. To 
ensure that the landscape setting for the residence is conserved in accordance with Part i)a) and iii)a) 
of the Guidelines, the following condition is identified as a DA consideration:  
 



 

• In lieu of the proposed granite cobblestone, driveways are to have brick pavers in an 
orange/red colour to match the existing.  Where illustrated on the landscape plan, the 
proposed permeable concrete pavers may be installed.  

 
Subject to the condition recommended above, the proposed works are consistent with the 
documentation previously assessed by the Council and would not diminish the heritage significance 
of the Forrest Fire Station Precinct. A detailed heritage assessment is not required.  
 
 
 
 
Fiona Moore 
A/g Secretary (as delegate for),   
ACT Heritage Council 

    September 2016 






